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UniVario® is a new generation of flame
and heat detectors that operate flawlessly
in the toughest of environments.
We’ve placed intelligent, platform-based
microprocessor-controlled technology
inside rugged enclosures to deliver
performance even in contaminated or
highly volatile and potentially explosive
areas — indoors and out.
UniVario is easy to install and can be
quickly integrated into existing solutions
for an affordable alternative to
conventional systems. With features that
eliminate false alarms by filtering out
disturbances and ambient electronic
discharges, UniVario is the answer to your
most difficult fire protection challenges.
Modular in design – Unlimited combinations
The combination of highly responsive sensors and intelligent
evaluation algorithms ensure that UniVario detectors can
reliably detect fires quickly with a very low risk of nuisance
alarms. Features like intelligent suppression of disturbance
variables, accurate response to high temperatures, and the
option to use the detectors in explosion-hazardous zones
allow UniVario to operate across a wide variety of industrial
applications.

Application-specific signal processing configurations permit
easy adaptation of changing operating conditions. A high level
of operational reliability is ensured by microcontroller-based
monitoring and sensor testing, a high degree of protection
(NEMA 6 IP67), and a high level of impact and vibration
resistance. Worldwide approvals and certifications confirm the
quality of these detectors.
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Flame Detector

Flame Detector

Flame Detector

Despite the disturbance sources typical
for industrial applications, the FMX5000
IR detects flames quickly and reliably.
Hot machine surfaces, direct sun
radiation, and welding operations are
filtered by a special sensor combination
and intelligent processing to avoid
false alarms, while even the smallest
flames of an emerging fire are reliably
detected and signaled. The FMX5000 IR
is extremely fail-safe due to its three-way
optical test, which monitors all three
sensors and the optical detector window.
All detectors in the series have major
international approvals and local listings.

The FMX5000 UV reacts to optical
radiation, making it perfect for areas
where open flames are likely to develop
quickly. The detector provides a
combination of early detection, high
sensitivity, and reliability, with the lowest
possible risk of nuisance alarms from
thunderstorms, hot surfaces, or strong
solar radiation.

This controller unit features three
ports to connect 3 remote IR sensor
units with a flexible armored wire.
The electronics of the evaluation
unit is self-monitoring, displays for
example alarms or faults, and offers
extra functional safety. The sensor
units are connected to a control unit
and allow dependable detection
wherever there is an increased fire risk
from sparks.

UniVario FMX5000 IR

UniVario FMX5000 UV

YMX5000 Controller Unit

Heat Detector

UniVario WMX5000

Flame Detector

YMX Sensor Unit
The YMX5000 sensor units are threechannel IR flame detector units. The
small size sensor heads and the various
mounting accessories, including an
air flush device, allow mounting at
conditions where it would be difficult
for traditional flame detectors.
The sensor units check the optics
periodically for possible contamination
or damage – a unique characteristic
that increases operational safety.

The WMX5000 is designed to detect
open fires where the temperature is
increasing rapidly, such as in areas with
highly combustible solids, liquids, and
gases. It responds instantaneously to any
rapid rise in temperature or immediately
when a pre-programmed temperature is
exceeded. With several installation options,
it is suitable for monitoring rooms as well
as processes. The robust design meets
any industrial environment challenge,
including indoor and outdoor risks and
potentially explosion-hazardous areas.
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Heat Detector

UniVario WMX5000 FS

This heat detector is specially
designed for temperatures
of up to 1562°F (850°C),
and is reliable even when
subjected to extreme
temperature fluctuations,
heavy soiling, and aggressive
conditions. A microcontroller
monitors the function and
analyzes temperature value,
and alarm temperature
and response behavior is
programmable for a wide
variety of applications.

UniVario Industrial Fire Detectors
Can also be used in explosion-hazardous zones and on the loop
Use in explosionhazardous areas
UniVario industrial fire
detectors are available in
special variants for use in
areas prone to gas and dust
explosions in industrial
environments.
 3GD series detectors
are suitable for
applications in zones
2 (gas) and 22 (dust),
Class 1/2/3 Division 2.
 UniVario Ex series
industrial fire detectors
are suitable for zones 1
(gas) and 20, 21 (dust),
Class 1/2/3 Division 1,
being “intrinsically safe.“
 UniVario industrial
fire detector variants
are suitable for all
applications without
explosion hazards.
All detector variants
can be used as analog
addressable detectors
with compatible panels.
An additional electronic
safety barrier is used for
the UniVario Ex series
detectors.

Detector Variant
Type of detector

Standard

Class I Division 2 ABCD
Class II Division 2 EFG
Class III Division 2 EFG

Class I Division 1 ABCDEFG
Class II Division 1 ABCDEFG
Class III Division 1/ ABCDEFG

ATEX Zone 2/22

ATEX Zone 2/22, Zone 1/21, Zone 20

FMX5000 UV

FMX5000 UV 3GD

FMX5000 IR

FMX5000 IR 3GD

FMX5000 IR Ex

WMX5000

WMX5000 3GD

WMX5000 Ex

WMX5000 FS

WMX5000
W
FS 3GD

WMX5000 FS Ex

YMX5000
0

YMX5000
Hazardous area classification II
2G Ex db IIC T4 Gb

YMX5000

YMX Sensor Unit

YMX Sensor Unit
Hazardous area classification II
2G Ex db IIC T4 Gb

YMX Sensor Unit
Hazardous area classification II
2G Ex db IIC T4 Gb

Ultraviolet flame
me
detector

3-channel infrared
ared
flame detectorr

Standard heat
detector
(single hole
mounting)

High-temperature
mperature
ector
heat detector
h flexible
(also with
od sensor rod
FS flex)

Three sensors
each with 3-channel
infrared flame
detector
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Used as detector in fire loop
By using Viking communication modules, UniVario fire detectors can be employed as analog-addressable for integration with
compatible fire panels. As a result, these detectors can be seamlessly integrated into the fire detection systems’ protocol as full-scale
detectors, merely by plugging in a optional module. Reported events can be assigned precisely to a detector, and the fire alarm and
extinguishing control panels can initiate the required steps. UniVario detectors are the first industrial fire detectors where this option is
available, even for explosion-hazardous zones.

FMX5000 UV

FMX5000 IR

WMX5000

FIRE

Optical
Smoke Detector
OMX95

Manual Fire
Alarm

FMX5000 UV 3GD

Modul

Intrinsically
Safe Barrier

WMX5000 FS

FMX5000 IR 3GD

WMX5000 3GD

WMX5000 FS 3GD

FMX5000 IR Ex

WMX5000 Ex

WMX5000 FS Ex

Zone

Zone 1

Communication modules
The KMX5000 AP and KMX5000 AP Ex modules allow operation
of the UniVario detectors as complete loop participants on
fire control panels with Loop AP protocol – without required
specific loop couplers.
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Accessories
For simple and safe installation and convenient operation
Socket UniVario MX5000 LCD

Console MX5000

Relay module KMX5000 RK

Air flushing MX5000

Air Flushing MX5000 Impulse

Air Flushing Assembly YMX5000
Sensor Units

YMX5000 Sensor Unit
Assembly and Stainless Steel
Adjustable Mounting Bracket

UniVario View

The UniVario MX5000 LCD socket serves
to indicate status and message texts of
all fire detectors of the UniVario model
series. The LCD display is controlled by
the connected detectors.

The air flushing device for UniVario flame
detectors serves to prevent dirt on the
optics and reflectors of the detectors.
The flushing device is intended for use in
dry, dusty and powder-filled areas.

Thanks to the MX5000 console, fire or
heat detectors of the UniVario model
range can be installed outside the areas
to be monitored (e.g. ventilation and
air conditioning ducts, machine tools,
containers or silos).

In combination with the Impulse air
flushing unit, this air flushing inset
serves to prevent dirt on the optics and
reflector of UniVario flame detectors. The
impulse operation reduces energy costs
considerably.

Dedicated software for visualisation,
analysis, and archiving/transfer of
history storage, as well as graphical
visualisation of temperature
characteristics before and after alarms.
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The relay module UniVario KMX5000 RK
makes it possible to operate UniVario
industrial fire detectors as stand-alone
devices or in any hazard detection and
PLC control devices.

Applications
Versatile with Reliability

Exhaust air/flue gas ducts
●

Chemical production

●

Chip/semiconductor production (silanes)

●
●

●

●

Aircraft/helicopter hangars

●

●

Heating/coal-fired power plants

●

YMX5000

Flame Detector

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

Fuel tanks

●

Paint shops
●

Waste processing plants

●

Pumping stations

●

Tank farms

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

Dryers

●
●

●

●

Machine tools

●
●

●

●
●

Machine tools (Mg-/Al-/Ti-dry processing)

●

●

Transformers

●

●
●
●

Engine test benches

●

●

Wood fiberboard presses (heat tunnels)

Pumping stations

YMX5000

●

Printing plants/printing machines

Compressor stations (natural gas)

Flame Detector

●

Fuel/chemical storage

Wood processing industry

WMX5000 FS

WMX5000

FMX5000 UV

Examples of use

FMX5000 IR

Depending on the detector model, UniVario detectors are FM-approved and
tested and certified by VdS Schadenverhütung. In addition, other international
certification bodies, for example CCC, FGBU VNIIPO, MOE, CPD, CSFM, ATEX,
IECEx and NEC have granted approvals.

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
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Advantages
At a glance
Count on Viking Integrated Safety to provide industry-leading quality and innovation for your fire protection
challenges. You can rely on us to deliver:
 Unmatched Quality
Our reputation has been earned by focusing on continuous
improvement in all elements of our business.
 Product Breadth
The largest selection of fire protection products available
from Viking SupplyNet ensures single-point solutions for
any fire protection challenge.
 Integrated Safety Solutions
Our solutions are design-based & code-compliant with full
understanding of application protection to overcome any fire
protection challenge.
 Fast Fire Detection with Low Risk of Nuisance Alarms
Highly responsive sensors with application-specific
configurations of signal processing provide protection
against typical disturbance variables using intelligent
evaluation algorithms and high electromagnetic tolerance.
 High Level of Operational Safety
UniVario detectors have a high degree of protection including
NEMA 6 (IP67), oil-tight, impact and vibration resistance,
microcontroller monitoring, sensor testing, and optical
testing (FMX5000 IR, YMX5000 and FMX5000 UV).

safety.supplynet.com

 Accuracy and Reliability
• Disturbances such as cosmic radiation and lightning
are masked (FMX5000 IR and FMX5000 UV)
• Response temperatures of up to 1,562 °F (850 °C)
(WMX5000 FS),
• Response temperatures can be gradually adjusted
(WMX5000 and WMX5000 FS), for use in explosionhazardous areas.
 Adapts Easily to Changing Operating Conditions
The detector’s signal processing can be configured and tuned
for different operating environments.
 Flexible Connection Technologies, Simple Installation
We provide detector models with conventional technology,
analog-addressable ring bus, or relay connections. A separate
base is available for easy installation and commissioning.
 Worldwide Approvals
Our detectors meet exacting standards. Depending on
detector variant and type, e.g. a detector may have one or
more certifications or approvals: VdS, FM, CCC, conformity to
Russian standards, MOE, CPD, CSFM, ATEX, IECEx, NEC.

